Reinventing the Art
of Antifouling

Tomorrow’s Antifoulings Available Today
A new era of boat maintenance is here. Meet COLORKOTE, the next
generation hull coating built with Sea Hawk DNA. Incorporating selfpolishing, triple-biocide, low-leaching chemistry, vibrant colors and multiseason performance, this is more than an antifouling paint. It’s hull protection
done the Sea Hawk Premium Quality way.

The Anatomy of Tomorrows Bottom Paint
Triple-Biocide Antifouling Power – Econea*,
Zinc Omadine, Copper Thiocyanate
Vibrant Colors – 6 Basic Colors can be mixed to
create thousands of custom colors (see back page)
Multi-season performance in fresh, brackish
and saltwater conditions
California Air Quality Compliant – 330 Grams
per liter VOC
Compatible with all hull types – ideal for
fiberglass, aluminum, and steel/iron hulls
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Appearance Like Never Before
Your boat says everything about you. From stem to stern, that special appearance you demand above the waterline will
now extend below with your choice of up to 46,656 custom colors for the hull. Including Bright White and Deep Black,
COLORKOTE gives a compelling reason to apply antifouling protection where it should be but may not have been
because of looks. Like the hull of a center console for instance. Even though many are kept on lifts or high-and-dry, a
bright white antifouling gives extra protection during peak boating seasons.

Doing More with Less
COLORKOTE is the latest generation of antifouling protection. Building on decades of experience, its advanced
chemistry is environmentally focused, leaching less biocide material with lower toxicity into the water and emitting less
VOC into the air, yet proving highly efficacious in deterring both hard and soft marine growth. Suitable for fresh, brackish
and saltwater, COLORKOTE exemplifies the adage that “less is more.”

Triple-Biocide Strong
The guiding principle behind
COLORKOTE chemistry is to
inhibit marine growth, both hard
and soft, without sacrificing the
ease of application or a vibrant
appearance. That’s why we employ
a ground-breaking triple-biocide
technology where the antifouling
efficacy is greater than the sum of
its parts. Each biocide synergizes
with its counterpart to
deliver performance
previously unavailable
from a cuprous
oxide-free antifouling
coating.

The Well-Polished System
COLORKOTE antifouling paint polishes at a controlled rate presenting consistent biocide exposure
to its surface over time. Unlike less sophisticated antifoulings, COLORKOTE does not require
saltwater to activate its polishing properties which makes it perform perfectly in fresh, brackish
and saltwater conditions. Yet its durable finish enables COLORKOTE to last over multiple boating
seasons while maintaining its brilliant appearance. COLORKOTE’s resilient surface withstands
trailering and can even be burnished to a high performance super smooth racing finish.

White is the New Black
With the center console powerboat trend exploding and the size of center console
boats expanding, boat owners are looking for premium hull protection during
extended times in the water. However, they want to maintain the pristine white look
of their hulls. COLORKOTE white antifouling paint is the ideal solution providing
triple-biocide antifouling power to keep barnacles a bay yet being durable and
able to withstand being hauled in and out of the water
or trailering.

Compatible with Every Hull Type
The next generation formulation of COLORKOTE enables application
to virtually any hull type without the harsh effects of galvanic corrosion
(sometimes referred to as dissimilar metal corrosion) when cuprous oxide
in antifouling paint reacts with aluminum or steel/iron hulls causing these
hull types to corrode prematurely. Because COLORKOTE is cuprous oxide
free, it solves this problem yet provides powerful antifouling properties. This makes
COLORKOTE the ideal hull coating for metal hulled vessels from steel hull yachts to
aluminum pontoon boats.

Hand Crafted Quality
COLORKOTE is hand crafted in small production batches from premium quality raw
materials and is 100% quality inspected to assure uniform performance and color
consistency from batch-to-batch.

Every Sport Fisherman’s Dream
The secret is out! More sport fishermen are applying fish patterns onto the bottom of their
hulls to attract target fish species to their boats. Using the Sea Hawk Baitfish Stencil Kit
with contrasting colors of COLORKOTE provides the attractive qualities sport fishermen
require along with the antifouling properties they need. Easy to use Sea Hawk Baitfish
Stencils make the process quick and easy.

Hand Crafted in America!
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Backed by the Industry’s
Best Written Guarantee
The ECONEA trade name and logo are registered trademarks of Janssen PMP, a division of Janssen Pharmaceutica, NV, Beerse, Belgium.
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Bold Colors Block Barnacles

Available in six vibrant colors, COLORKOTE provides exceptional hull protection with a stunning appearance like no other
bottom paint. 46,656 custom colors are possible by blending the base colors, including custom blended colors that coordinate
with popular topside yacht finishes. Enhance and protect the style and longevity of your hull in a way that has never been
available before with COLORKOTE triple-biocide antifouling paint.
6 Base Colors:

DEEP BLACK
4905

BLUE
4902

BRIGHT WHITE
4910

RED
4901

AWLGRIP
Stars & Stripes Blue
GREEN
4903

YELLOW
4904

1 Gal Blue
1 Gal Red

COLORKOTE custom blended colors
matching popular topside yacht finishes
AWLGRIP
Sky Blue

AWLGRIP
Flag Blue

1 Gal Bright White
1 Qt Blue
4 Oz Deep Black

1 Gal Blue
2 Qts Deep Black

AWLGRIP
Red Mahogany

AWLGRIP
Medium Gray

1 Gal Red
1 Qt Deep Black

1 Gal Bright White
1 Pt Deep Black

Upgrade Your Hull
Compatibility with virtually all bottom paints makes it easy to upgrade from old-school bottom paint to the foremost of
tomorrow’s antifoulings, today.

COLORKOTE Conversion Chart
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COLORKOTE

Vivid, Vivid Free*

Horizons*

Fiberglass Bottomkote NT**

Trilux 33, Aerosol**

Hydracoat, SR, Eco*

Ultra, Ultrakote**

ACT, ACT w/Irgarol**

Ultima, SR, SSA, Eco*

Protector*

Aquaguard

Fiberglass

Trinidad (All)*

Aqua One**

Bottomkote Aqua**

Bottomkote Pro**

Nepture 5*

Micron: WA, Extra, CSC,
CSC HS, CF, Optima**

Pacifica® Plus

Unepoxy (All)*
Micron 66*

Lightly sand
and apply paint

Heavily sand
and apply paint

* Products noted as such are registered trademarks of, or sold by Pettit (KopCoat), and or RPM International, Inc.
** Products noted as such are registered trademarks of, or sold by Interlux, and or Akzo Nobel.
©2021 Akzo Nobel N.V. All rights reserved. COLORKOTE is a trademark of Akzo Nobel.
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